
our processes and reduce waste. 
Our customers respond by care-
fully evaluating their print runs to 
hold down the amount they invest 

in inventory. McNaughton & Gunn 
has built strong partnerships 
with our suppliers. As demand 
increases and supply tightens, we 
work closely with our partners 
to meet our customers’ delivery 
requirements.
Krehbiel: During 2006, paper 
costs remained fairly flat. In my 
opinion, paper prices would have 
dropped during the year except 
that several mills removed unprof-
itable capacity from the market-
place. So the book market missed 
some of the cost benefits of reduced 
demand (and lower prices), because 
the mills systematically reduced 
total paper availability.
hegwood: Rising paper costs 
have definitely had an effect on 
larger print companies that focus 
on long print runs. For companies 
like [us], which focus on print-on-
demand (POD) and inventory reduc-
tion, paper is a smaller percentage 
of our operating cost, so rising paper 
costs have had less of an effect and, 
in fact, are fueling the move from 
long-run web applications to short-
run POD applications.

bb: What kind of effect has 
the continued consolidation of 
printers—namely RR Donnel-
ley’s moves over the past sever-
al months—had on the market?
ClarKe: Demand is significantly 
different than it has been in the 
past, so consolidation is necessary. 
Out of the consolidation, we’ve 
seen great opportunity to grow 
our share with a variety of pub-
lishers and to do business with 
new publishers as alternatives are 
sought. So, for us, it has been a 
good thing. I think it is necessary 
for the market, and that there 
will be continued consolidation. 
There’s more to come, and we’ll 
see the same if not more aggres-

sive consolidation on the publish-
ing side, so hold on. 
gregoire: There is a lot of capac-
ity in the market. I don’t think the 
fact that Donnelley acquired [Perry 
Judd’s, Banta and Von Hoffmann] 
will remove that much capacity from 
the market. Some of the large 
publishers will probably be wary 
of having too many of their eggs in 
one basket, so I believe there will 
be some movement, which is good 
for some of the printers. But, no, I 
don’t think the publishers will suf-
fer [from consolidation] too much, 
because there was already quite a 

bit of capacity available out there.
MCFarland: The consolidation 

of printers will help relieve some 
of the excess capacity that exists in 
the market. This should help price 
stability, which will strengthen the 
financial position of the remaining 
printers and allow them to continue 
to invest in the technology needed 
to service their clients.
Krehbiel: Consolidation has cre-
ated more juggling for market share 
retention and growth. Many vendors 
have been left out after these merg-
ers. Some customers are feeling too 
heavily committed to the conglomer-
ates. And price pressures continue 
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	 	 	 	 	 	 Book		
	 	 	 	 2006	 	 Revenue	
Rank	 Company	Name,		 Last	Year’s	 2006	 Book	 %	from		 Compared	
	 Address,	Phone,	Website,	Principal	Officer	 Rank		 Revenue	 Revenue	 Books	 to	2005

18	 Dickinson Press	 21	 $33,650,000	 $33,650,000	 100%	 	
	 Grand	Rapids,	MI			(616)	957-5100	
	 DickinsonPress.com	
	 Jim	Pentecost,	Chairman,	President,	and	CEO

19	 McNaughton & Gunn	 22	 $33,000,000	 $33,000,000	 100%	 	
	 Saline,	MI			(734)	429-5411	
	 BookPrinters.com	
	 Julie	A.	McFarland,	CEO

20	 Commercial Communications Inc.	 N/A	 $30,502,912	 $30,502,912	 100%	 N/A	
	 Hartland,	WI			(800)	DOCUTEC	
	 ComCom.com	
	 Bob	Hegwood,	Chairman	and	CEO

21	 Thomson-Shore	 N/A	 $30,000,000	 $30,000,000	 100%	 N/A	
	 Dexter,	MI			(734)	426-3939	
	 TShore.com	
	 Myron	Marsh,	President	and	CEO

22	 Victor Graphics	 23	 $23,500,000	 $23,500,000	 100%	 	
	 Baltimore,	MD			(410)	233-8300	
	 VictorGraphics.com	
	 Thomas	H.	Hicks,	Chairman	and	CEO

23	 The P.A. Hutchison Co.	 27	 $21,308,000	 $20,029,520	 94%	 	
	 Mayfield,	PA			(800)	USA-PRNT	
	 PAHutch.com	
	 Chris	Hutchison,	CEO

24	 Data Reproductions N/A	 $19,700,000	 $19,700,000	 100%	 N/A	
	 Auburn	Hills,	MI			(248)	371-3700	
	 DataRepro.com	
	 Dennis	Kavanagh,	CEO

25	 NPC Inc. 24	 $46,900,000	 $18,760,000	 40%	 	
	 Claysburg,	PA			(800)	847-5757	
	 NPCWeb.com	
	 Mark	Barnhart,	CEO

26	 CJK: Print Possibilities	 29	 $32,000,000	 $16,000,000	 50%	 	
	 Cincinnati			(513)	271-6035	
	 CJKUSA.com	
	 Rob	Krehbiel	III,	CEO

27	 United Graphics	 30	 $15,700,000	 $15,700,000	 100%	 	
	 Mattoon,	IL			(217)	235-7161	
	 UnitedGraphicsInc.com	
	 Ralph	Scrimager,	President

28	 Solisco Printers 25	 $100,500,000	 $15,075,000	 15%	 	
	 Scott,	Quebec			(418)	387-8908	
	 Solisco.com	
	 Jean	Gregoire,	President

29	 Rose Printing 28	 $17,000,000	 $15,000,000	 88%	 	
	 Tallahassee,	FL			(850)	576-4151	
	 RosePrinting.com	
	 Charles	Rosenberg,	CEO

30	 Integrated Book Technology N/A	 $14,900,000	 $14,900,000	 100%	 N/A	
	 Troy,	NY			(518)	271-5117	
	 IntegratedBook.com	
	 John	R.	Paeglow	III,	President

Not Listed? Should your company have appeared on this list? If so, we want to know for next year’s listing. Write 
to: book business, Attn: Matt Steinmetz, 1500 Spring Garden St., 12th Floor, Philadelphia, PA 19130.

Julie 
MCFarland, 
CEO, McNaughton 
& Gunn

JaCques 
gregoire, 
Senior Vice  
President,  
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Transcontinental  
Inc.


